On the day of the inspection two Terex operators came into
the yard.  The inspectors said the brakes were out of adjustment.
Wolford further stated that it constituted a willful violation to
disconnect the retarders (Tr. 77-78).
At Wolford's request Jacobsen told him how the retarders
worked (Tr. 78 , 79) .
Jacobsen didn1t test the brakes on the scrapers because it
was close to a shift change; however, Lonnie Johnson tested them.
Johnson saw no problem. (Tr. 80-82, 96),  Jacobsen, who got under
the vehicle, saw no evidence of metal to metal rubbing on No.
2401.  They'd be looking for lining touching bolts and screws {Tr.
95).  You should not be able to get a piece of paper between a
brake drum and a shoe {Tr. 97).  In Jacobsenrs opinion a vehicle
is capable of having adequate brakes even though one brake does
not touch its drum (Tr. 97-98).
The next day Terex representatives, assisted by contestant's
mechanic, adjusted the brakes.  Further, the retarders were
reconnected (Tr. 80).  Jacobsen didn't consider that a brake was
inadequate even though the brake shoe was worn down to the metal
(Tr. 89).
The first 5A 18 scrapers and the first Terex scrapers were
not fitted with retarders; neither were a lot of CATERPILLARS (Tr,
75, 90).
If a scraper is moving at a high RPMs rate a proper retarder
would reduce such RPMs.  This, in turn, would slow the vehicle
(Tr.  91).  A retarder cannot totally stop a vehicle, as an
adequate braking system will do (Tr. 83, 91-92).
Edward Johnson, operator of scraper No. 2406, was present
during the 30 to 45 minute inspection.  He participated in the
brake test and answered the inspector's questions (Tr. 140-144),
Johnson didn't see the inspector measure any distances and he was
not advised of the results {Tr. 144).  Johnson had never operated
his scraper with the retarder connected but had he known it was
disconnected he would have reported it as an equipment defect {Tr.
146).  He thought the retarders were part of the brake system (Tr.
148) .
The brakes on the scraper, confirmed by the operator's
checklist, were "adequate" (Tr. 148, 154, Exhibit D3).  When he
marked the checklist showing the brakes not in proper condition he
was referring to the retarder system (Tr. 149, Exhibit D3}.
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